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ABOUT 
US
Global-Surge Group is a global investment company,

registered at B9152, Lynchat, Kingussie PH21 1LT, United

Kingdom on the 16th day of Jan 2020. We provide our clients

with a lifetime opportuinity to invest in a profitable and

stable investment platform which is capable of helping

anyone to attain true financial independence. Global-Surge

Group lets you control your finances by providing a fast and

instant deposit and withdrawal process.

We are an international financial company engaged in

investment activities, which are related to trading on

financial markets and cryptocurrency exchanges performed

by qualified professional traders.



Crypto

Global-Surge Group now offers all 
traders the opportunity to trade a wide 

range of the top ranked digital coins 
24/7*. Today cryptocurrencies have 
become known to most people as a 

conventional and popular investment 
option.

Real Estate
Real estate investment involves the 
purchase, ownership, management, 
rental and/or sale of real estate for 

profit. Improvement of realty property 
as part of a real estate investment 

strategy is generally considered to be a 
sub-specialty of real estate investing 

called real estate development.

Forex Trading

Forex is a portmanteau of foreign currency 
and exchange. Foreign exchange is the 
process of changing one currency into 

another currency for a variety of reasons, 
usually for commerce, trading, or tourism.



WHY CHOSE US
 Get Instant Withdrawals

Get your payment instantly 
through requesting it! 
We don't take percentage.

 Unlimited Referral Bonus
Promote Global-Surge Group 
and earn unlimited referral 
commission from each 
referral links.

 Join To Affiliate Program
Our affiliate program is a 
great way to grow your 
earning. It's more easy 
to join with us.

 Blockchain Ecosystem
Get mining with a big profit, 
and Miner is calculated with 
the blockchain ecosystem.

 SSL Security
Our system is secured 
and protected using DDos
protection and SSL.

 24/7 Friendly Support
We provide 24/7 friendly  
support in Global-Surge      
Group. We're always 
responsible to take care.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

 How to create account?
The first step towards using our platform is to create account, click on "get started" button, then 
fill the form and submit, your account will be created.
 How to fund account?
To fund your account, login to you account dashboard, click on "finance", then on "new deposit", 
fill the form and proceed to payment. After payment, copy your transaction hash, paste in the 
transaction id feild and submit. 
 How to make investment?
At the time of funding your account, they system will ask you to select investment plan. After 
funding your account, the system will make an automated investment on your behalf based on 
the plan you selected.



Referral Commission

At Global-Surge Group, we believe that advertising about our 
services by our satisfied clients is the best way to grow business. 
Keeping this in mind, Allied Solutions founded an amazing lucrative 
reward in terms of affiliate program.

Global-Surge Group is paying 10% commission for the popularization 
of its program and anyone can be rewarded. To benefit from this, 
you have to refer your friends, relatives and colleagues in your 
network through a referral link. You can earn on our affiliate 
program and withdraw referral rewards regardless of the presence of 
a deposit in the project.

OUR OFFER

Standard Plan

2.5%
Gold Program

3.5%
Platinum Program

5%

Minimum $100
Maximum $4999
7days trade

Minimum $5000
Maximum $19999
7days trade

Minimum $20000
Maximum Unlimited
7days trade
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